
GRADE 11-12 
READING 

Task 1: Read the text. Choose the correct answer A, B or C: (10 points) 

Dear, Ms. Hopkins 

I understand that mistakes can happen and that even the best airline has occasionally lost luggage. But I also believe that 

passengers should receive fair compensations for their losses. 

On August 11, On Flight 3131 from Washington D. C. to St. Louis and Flight 1313 from St. Louis to Seattle, the large 

green suitcase that I checked with your airline was lost. I filed the appropriate lost baggage report at the Air International 

Lines office of the Seattle airport right away. Unfortunately, you have been unable to find the missing luggage. Two weeks 

later I received a lost baggage claim form in the mail. I immediately filled out the form with the exact value of all lost 

items ($857 total). 
 

You have sent me a check for $375 to cover the loss. I realize that passengers sometimes exaggerate the cash value of their 

lost luggage and its contents, but that is not the case here. Many of the lost items were new, and I have enclosed copies of 

my sales receipts for them. There were supposed to be gifts to my nieces. I no longer have the original receipts of the used 

items, of course, but I have given you accurate descriptions of the major ones and approximate date of purchase so that 

you could check on their retail value if you wish.  

Your offer to settle for $375 is unacceptable compensation. Not only have I lost items worth considerably more than that, 

but this unfortunate incident has also cost me a lot of time and trouble. I will expect a check for the total value or at least 

the legal limit of your company’s liability within two weeks. I hope that we can settle this matter quickly and simply, so 

that we can avoid further action. 

Sincerely,  

Albert Atkinson  

1. Albert received the claim form in the mail in _____ . 

A. a week    B. a month    C. a fortnight 

2. Who exaggerates the cash value of the lost luggage? 

A. information officers  B. passengers    C. pilots 

3. The term exaggerate is close in meaning to:  

A. contract   B. depreciate    C. overstate 

4. Albert enclosed proof of payment for _____ . 

A. new items   B. used items    C. airline ticket 

5. Albert hopes that: 

A. he will have to hire a lawyer      B. the problems will be solved      C. he will have to speak with the airline officers 
 

VOCABULARY 

Task 2. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (30 points) 

Sample: _____: a place where you take your car to fill it up with petrol.  A. garage     B. garden C. club 
 

6. _____: a dangerous action done to entertain people.  

  A. stunt B. rash  C. sly 

7. _____:a body of people sworn to give a verdict in a legal case on the basis of evidence in court. 

  A. murder B. convict C.jury 

8. _____: an idea of what sb. thinks sth. should be like. 

  A. quest B. vision C. summit 

9. _____: to see something or someone for a very short time or only partly. 

  A. glimpse  B. observe C. stare 

10. _____: the time that something of quality was produced. 

  A. annual B. drop  C. vintage 

11. _____: to change or modify (something) for the better. 

  A. union B. amend C. persist 

12. _____: walk or move in a leisurely or aimless way. 

  A. wonder B. wobble  C. wander 

13. _____: manner of preparing food. 

  A. cuisine B. pastries C. cutlery  

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/see
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/short
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/time
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/part


14. _____: a practice or trial performance of a play or other work for later public performance. 

  A. audition B. rehearsal C. interval 

15. _____: used in or characteristic of familiar and informal conversation. 

  A. colloquial   B. deliberate C. comprehensive 
   

VOCABULARY 

Task 3. Choose the correct form of the word: (30 points) 

Sample:  She is a good _____.   A. manage B. manager C. management  
 

16. I want _____ of your innocence.   A. prove B. proved C. proof 

17. I can’t finish this book. I’ll die of _____.   A. boredom B. bored C. boring 

18. We had to get special _____ to leave early.   A. permission B. permit C. permitted 

19. If you stretch cold muscles, you might risk an _____ . A. injured B. injure C. injury 

20. It'd be _____ to keep the purse you found in the taxi.  A. dishonest B. honesty C. honest 

21. I ate so much that I had to _____ my belt.  A. loose B. loosen C. loosened 

22. It is difficult to _____ when the air pollution is bad. A. breathed B. breathe  C. breath 

23. I was annoyed at his _____ to cooperate.  A. refuse B. refused C. refusal 

24. This fish is awful and completely _____ .  A. taste  B. tasteless C. tasty 

25. The _____ of the plane was delayed because of snow. A. depart B. departure C. departed 
 

GRAMMAR 

Task 4. Choose the correct answer. (30 points) 

Sample: Cindy bought new shoes. The red ones are _____ .  A. her  B. she's  C. hers 
 

26. I regret to inform you, that your application _____ unsuccessful on this occasion. 

A. has been   B. to be    C. is being 

27. When Nick was a small boy, he _____ spend hours every day playing with his dog.  

A. would   B. was    C. should  

28. I had no idea that you were planning to come. You _____ me.  
A. could be warning      B. might have warned  C. would have warned 

29. I listened to the weather forecast. It _____ nice at the weekend.  

A. is being   B. is going to be  C. will being 

30. I bet the shop _____ of ice cream by the time we get there. 

A. will be sell out  B. will sold out   C. will have sold out 

31. We walked as far as the waterfall, ______ we stopped for a picnic. 

A. where   B. which   C. that 

32. Neither my uncle _____ my aunt could come to my wedding. 

A. or    B. nor    C. and  

33. Martin apologized for not attending the meeting. He said he had been busy _____ .  

A. the following day    B. a previous day  C. that day 

34. I would like _____ the party tomorrow.  

A. attending   B. to attend   C. to attending   

35. I hope you don't mind _____ the window. It is very hot in here. 

A. to open   B. open    C. opening 

 
 

ლიბერთი ბანკი - ლიდერი კომპანიის შეკითხვა მომავალ ლიდერებს: 
 

 

BONUS TASK - ბონუს დავალება:  
 

Finnish the quote of George Washington with a correct word:  _____, when it begins to take root, is a plant of rapid 

growth. (5 points) 

A. Option   B. Rights   C. Liberty 

 
{ტესტის მაქსიმალური ქულაა 100. ბონუს დავალების ქულა ძირითადი დავალების ქულას დაემატება იმ შემთხვევაში, თუ 
მოსწავლე ძირითად ნაწილში ვერ დააგროვებს უმაღლეს ქულას.} 
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